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	The Gift in Antiquity presents a collection of 14 original essays that apply French sociologist Marcel Mauss’s notion of gift-giving to the study of antiquity.

	

	•  Features a collection of original essays that cover such wide-ranging topics as vows in the Hebrew Bible; ancient Greek wedding gifts; Hellenistic civic practices; Latin literature; Roman and Jewish burial practices; and Jewish and Christian religious gifts

	•  Organizes essays around theoretical concerns rather than chronologically

	•  Generates unique insights into gift-giving and reciprocity in antiquity  

	•  Takes an explicitly cross-cultural approach to the study of ancient history
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Handbook of Graph TheoryCRC Press, 2003

	Over tlid- past forty years, graph theory has been one of the most rapidly growing

	areas of mathematics. Siuee 19oO, more than 10.000 different authors have published

	papers classified as graph l he or Ñƒ by XI nth Reviews, and for the past decade, over 1000

	graph theory papers have been published each year.
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Circadian Physiology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2005

	While the first edition of the critically acclaimed and highly popular Circadian Physiologyoffered a concise but rigorous review of basic and applied research on circadian rhythms, this newest edition provides educators with the primary textbook they need to support a course on this cutting-edge topic. Maintaining the same accessible...
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Smashing Node.js: JavaScript Everywhere (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn to make more efficient apps, with just one language!


	Smashing Node.js: JavaScript Everywhere equips you with the necessary tools to understand Node.js and its uses in developing efficient web apps. With more traditional web servers becoming obsolete, having knowledge on servers that achieve high scalability and...
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Defects and Deterioration in Buildings: A Practical Guide To The Science Of Material FailureTaylor & Francis, 2001
A good starting point to develop a sound understanding of those building problems that they will frequently encounter. Journal of Architectural Conservation July 2001

'All readers will likely learn a thing or two from this book' -Suzann D.Turner, APT Bulletin
...
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Sharing Expertise: Beyond Knowledge ManagementMIT Press, 2002
The field of knowledge management focuses on how organizations can most effectively store, manage, retrieve, and enlarge their intellectual properties. The repository view of knowledge management emphasizes the gathering, providing, and filtering of explicit knowledge. The information in a repository has the advantage of being easily transferable...
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Culture, Diversity and Heritage: Major Studies (SpringerBriefs on Pioneers in Science and Practice)Springer, 2014

	The texts presented in this book trace the rise of culture as a major concern for development, international diplomacy, sustainability and national politics over the past two decades. As a major participant in anthropological field research, advocate for cultural freedom and decision-maker in international programs on culture, the author...
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